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ABSTRACf 

This study addresses the issue of the washback effect of language 
testing on the teaching of the language as well as on the instructional 
materials (to be) used. The effect of the ESLC English is examined from 
this perspective and a recent study to redress the alleged deficiencies of 
the said examination presented. 

In the mentioned study, a new examination was designed 
comprising two parts, each of which was intended to be better geared to 
each of the two tasks of ESLC English' certifying the completion of 
secondary school English (as an achievement test), and screening 
deserving secondary school leavers for university education (as a 
proficiency test). In an attempt to satisfy each of these requirements, the 
first part sampled the contents, methods, and formats of the secondary 
school English textbooks and curriculum while the second part simulated 
a reasonable sample of the types of real-world academic activities that 
first year university students would use their English for. 

Both parts of the new examination were then administered to 
over 1000 ESLCE candidates of the 1986/87 academic year. 
Furthermore, the secondary school English scores of some 300 of these 
candidates as well as the views of a representative sample of people 
concerned were gathered. 

Both the empirical and judgemental investigations revealed that 
the first part of the new examination was better than the currently used 
one as both an achievement and a proficiency test, whereas the second 
part was better at predicting university performance. Moreover, a 
combination of the candidates' secondary school English scores and any 
of the two parts of the new examination was found to be better in this 
aspect than any of the individual score used in the study. 

Relevant conclusions were drawn and implications for future 
undertakings discussed. . 
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This paper bas three majO!' aims. Firstly, it attempts to highlight .... importaacc 
of (language) testing and its washback effect on both teaching and the preparation and/or 
revision of teaching materials. It then tries to survey the alleged major weaknesses of the 
ESLCEnglishlanguage examination and the possible sources for these weaknesses. Fmally, 
it reports on a recent research conducted to redress the de6cieacies of the current ESLC 
English 1anguage examination and its format by attempting to introduce feasible 
innovations into possible future testing of the language in the light of recent deve10pmenta 
in the field. 

[Important: The mentioned "recent" research was conducted about five years ago and, so, 
should be understood in that context.] 

L TCIItiag ad iIs WesNwt FJfcct .. Texbing .. wdl ... die )ksigl1i .. 01' 

RcWIioa ofTudUng MalaiaII 

Developments in language testing cannot be viewed in isolation as teaching and 
testing are two inseparable components of the entire teach.in,ylearning process. That there 
is such a very close relationship between the two is explained by Heaton (1982:5) as follows: 

Both testing and teaching are so closely interrelated 
that it is virtually impossible to work in either field 
without being constantly concerned with the other. 

Davies (1968:5) is of the opinion that "a good test is an obedient servant since it 
follows and apes the teaching." According to Hughes (1989:2), on the other hand, 

We cannot expect testing only to follow teaching. What 
we should demand of it, however, is that it should be 
supportive of good teaching and, where necessary, exert 
a corrective influence on bad teaching, 

thus attesting to the fact that teaching and testing go hand in hand influencing each other. 

From the practical point of view, Alderson (1986) discusses how the close 
relationship between teaching and testing has been exploited to the extent that tests have 
been used as instrumentS of innovation. He elaborates on this by citing three examples: the 
Royal Society of Arts' (RSA) Communicative Use of English as a Foreign Language 
(CUEFL) as an example of a test resulting from the introduction of notional-functional 
syllabuses in language teaching; the teacher-led Graded Objectives in Modem Languages 
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scheme showing how tests motivate both teachers and students, as well as the Sri I.lnbn 
Nati:onal Certificate of English which led not only to a closer working relationship between 
teachers and testers but also to changes in teaching. 

It is this effect of testing on teaching and learning that is known as the "washback" 
effect of testing (Hughes, 1989:1). Washback can be positive or negative depending upon 
the quality of the test or examination used. According to Pearson (1988), the objective, 
multiple-choice dominated ESLC English is an example of tests having a negativewashback 
effect on teaching. 

In contrast, Pearson (1988) also refers to other situations where tests have been 
instrumental in effecting improvements in teaching through their positive washback effect. 
A good example in this regard is that of the Sri I ~lDkan Certificate in English which, despite 
numerous constraints that are quite similar to ours, introduced innovations to its testing 
and this, Pearson hopes, may have eventually contributed to the improvement of teaching. 

The other instance that he (Pearson, 1988) mentions is that of the Scaling Test of 
_ the Junior Secondary Education Assessment system introduced to Hong Kong in 1982 
which, according to him, 

led to syllabus revision, the design of new textbooks 
with different goals and objectives from those currently 
in use, and, as a consequence, to new class-room 
methods and techniques which strCS$ the use of 
authentic English in purposeful and interactive way 
(Pearson, 1988:1(0). 

In Hong Kong, the importance attached to tests "as a direct determinant of class
room teaching methods and techniques and the design of instructional materials" made 
Johnson and Kin-Ling (1981:285), the designers of the aforementioned test, feel confident 
that the adoption of the new test will be "a precursor of syllabus revision at all levels of the 
school system. "Ibid. This, they believed, will eventually: 

lead to the establishment of a new equih'brium in the 
interdependenceoflanguage teaching,language testing, 
and instructional materials which exploits the 
opportunities for learning, teaching, practice and use of 
English for communication purposes in the particular 
setting 0liliD. 
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MeutDa caa also be made oflC'¥Cral other eumpea 01' ~ whae the 
designing and putting into effect of DCW EnsJish laaguaac cnmjgljcw.laPe sMa rile to 
an improved teaching practice and to a paraUcl impr<WelDelll in syllabua desip and 
teachers training. 

Attempts made by Hughes (1988b) to introduce. acwprapaticRngJisb IaDguagc 
eumination to Bogaziti Ulli\oersity (Turkey), aod that by HeM" et al (1981) to-{;airo 
University are other ClWIlples of such underta.kinpaimcd at iatroducillgsimilar rewlubon 
to the English language teaching and testing practices of the said COUDtrica. 

What have been enumerated above attempt to highlight the important role that 
testing plays in improving both teaclaingand teadliDgaaateriais. Unfortunately, though, tbC 
ESLC English does not seem to measure up to these expedatioDa.ln fact, it appears that 
there is a strong feeling. especially among educators, that it has not only failed to be an 
effective measure of candidates' mastery of the language, but has also nept:ivcly inflUCDCCd 
the teaching and testing of English in Ethiopian (secondary) schools. 

Expressed succinctly, one of the main criticisms against the English language 
examination currently in use is that it does not adequately accomplish the two major tasks 
that it is supposed to: certifying the completioJi of secondary school EngJish (as an 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST), and serving as a selection criterion for university admission (as 
a PROFICIENCY TEST). 

The other major criticism, as stated above (Pearsoa, 1988),is that its purely 
multiple-choice format is exerting a negative washback effect on the teaching and testing 
of English in Ethiopian secondary schools. There is also a feeling that this adverse effect 
is having its impact on the teach.inWleaming and testing processes at the junior and 
elementary school levels as well. 

H the ESLC English is fraught with all these deficiencies, then, it is difficult to 
assume that it is satisfying its minimum requirement as a valid yardstick for the intended 
purpose(s), let alone being instrumental in introducing the desirable changes and/or 
improvements to the teachingllearnin process. 

As any undertaking to redress any of these deficiencies should spring from a full 
understanding of what the likely causes could be, an attempt will be made to outline 
hereunder the major factors that could contribute to the alleged weaknesses of the ESLC 
English 
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A. 'I1Ic I..Ut:wua AttcMio- Paid to Tc:aialud dac Need .... 0uIity CoIID'oIIias 
~I~~Cmmm~ 

The evidences enumerated UDder SedioG I ~ attest to the fad that telling is 
a very strong force or agent for desirable changes in teaching. Even then, what is equally 
important is the realization that testing can effectively execute such a formidable 
responsibility if and only if it can satisfy minimum quality standards. 

One of the important steps towards ensuring such quality standards in tests is the 
paying of due attention to testing itself during the training of teachers. Although, as 
explained above, testing is as important as, and by no means inferior to, teaching. yet, our 
language teachers are not given any training in (language) testing in 1TI's, in inservice 
andlor extension programmes, or in seminars. It is very surprisiag that even at the 
undergraduate and post -graduate levels, the situation is not any better as, for instance, the 
one time three-credit course on language testing has ceased to exist as a course and made 
to just form an insignificant component of the language teaching methodology course. 

This means that DO condition has been set in our educational system whereby 
teachers are adequately equipped with the techniques of testing or evaluation even though 
these form a very essential component of the entire tea~ process. 

Neither is there any systematic way of checking and/or assessing whether or not 
our tests, especially those at the national level, are the appropriateyardsticb for adequately 
measuring what we would like them to. A rigorous assessment of the quality of our 
tests/examinations would necessitate the creation of ~ English Language Committee 
within the ESLCE Board (possibly comprising members representing the Department of 
Foreign Languages and Literature, language testing expert(s), secondary school English 
language teachers, as well as textbook writer(s». Such a committee, if formed, would be 
responsible for the necessary monitoring and quality control required all through the 
dC$igning, piloting, administering and validating stages of the examination. By so doing, it 
would be able to build reliability and validity into the examination right from the very 
beginning and to also keep a constant check on its quality for the necessary improvements 
as deemed appropriate. It could also help in maintaining standards between the various 
years' administration of the examination, an aspect which has been non-eDstent so far and 
so casts doubt OIl whether the levels of performance represented by A's, B's, C's, etc. 
during a particular year are comparable to those of other years. 
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B. 0d.:Ir ~ p--.. Pro. 'I1Ie NDreofTaa ... ...,' .... ic'l1llcory 
'111M die ESLC&pM is a.cdOa 

If we loot at the aourCCl of the wcabcaea 01. the ESLC EnPM ' ....... 
examination from. a different angle, we find that there are other COIIlributiDs facton which 
spring from testing in general and from the theoreticalliDguiatic asanmpticw. OIl which the 
ESLC English 1anguage teaching and teating &eeIIl to be bMcd. 

To start with, just like any test, it is a very minute representation or aample of what 
has been taught. Assuming that the examinatioIl is hued ItrictIy OD the aWgned PasJish 
language textbooks and syllabus, the 9O-minute examinatioo of some 120 items is ~ed 
to assess what has been taught for 12 years. What makes this problem e\'eIl worse, 
especially in the case of the ESLC English, is the fact that there are 110 checking 
mechanisms (as given under U-A above) that could guarantee that the contents and 
methods of the assigned textbooks and syllabus are adequately sampled, or that the 
selected items possess the appropriate quality to assess those contents and methods. 

Furthermore, the failure of the items to be adequate representatives of the 
contents and methods covered in class also raises the serious questions of generaliazability. 
When it is very doubtful as to whether or not the items of the examinatiOD are a fair 
representation of the English language covered in (secondary) schools, the situation casts 
more doubt over the generalizability of the ESLC English grades or scores as true 
reflection of candidates' (secondary school) English mastery. 

Moreover, the situation is further complicated if, as has been the assumptioa to 
date, the ESLC English is considered as a pr06ciencytest which can serve as a saeening 
device for university/tertiary level admission. As a forward-looking test, any proficiency test 
worthy of the name is expected to adequately assess how candidates can put their English 
language mastery to effective use in the real-world or realistictasb pertaining to the setting 
- be it university or otherwise - that they aspire to join. From this perspective and given 
what the current ESLC English is, it is hardly possible to believe that either its content or 
the method/format measures up to the minimum standards of a proficiency 
test/~tiOD. The generalizability of its scores/grades in this regard thus becomes 
almost nil. 

In fact, this could lead to the conclusion that it wou1d be errOllCOUS to ~ the 
ESLC English in its present form to be a Pleasure of candidates' English language 
pro6ciencysince, as Carol! (1~8) puts it, tests aimed at measuring the ability to use the 
language - as opposed to knowing the proper usage - should not be based on the -sele<:tion 
of items chosen OD linguistic grounds alone.-
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Secondly, the ESLC English seems to inherit its wcakneu partlyform the linguistic 
theory/theories it is founded on. Davies (1982) Pes a number of drawbacb of the pre-
scientific and structuralist periods of language testing. both of which are considered out
dated in modem tests, but, on both of which it (the ESLC English) appears to be based. 
Two of these drawbacks are quite relevant here: 

(1) Both (that is, the pre-scientific and the structuralist approaches) focus OIl 

bits of language that are easy to devise and assess; i.e., emphasis is on the 
discrete--point elements rather than on integrated language; and 

(2) they deal with de-contextualized skills rather than a systematic 
con&ideration of purpose and strategy - an erroaeoua approach that 
delayed the method of teaching and testing of language skills in a manner 
that can approximate natural ways. 

Thus, the current ESLC English model and techniques reflect out-dated views 
regarding language teaching and testing. 

Despite its advantages of being simple to administer and easy to mark, the 
structuralist approach to language analysis fOt;' testing purposes -which is more dominant 
in the case of the ESLC English - has a number of drawbacks. To start with, candidates are 
involved in little or no active production. Moreover, it is not easy to know if a score is a 
reflection of a candidate's actual performance on the test or is influence by the method 
effect. Furthermore, it is difficult to know if the items 'work' as items (Baker, 1989:37-8) 

One outcome of the structuralist approach to language teaching and testing is the 
excessive use of the multiple-choice format. In fact, this format dominates all classroom 
teaching, exercises, and tests to the extent that the ESLC English language examination and 
its format gain importance from year to year until, at the 6naI year of secondary education, 
they almost assume the role of a teachin& material It thus seems that it is the strict 
adherence of the ESLC English to the solely multiple-choice format that has induced 
candidates and, possibly, even their English language teachers - despite their continued 
resistance (Forrest, 1975:244-5; Ministry of Education, 1983)-, to feel DO need for practising 
the language in meaningful communication in class. 

Hughes (1989) argues that the multiple-choice format tests only the recognition 
of knowledge which is in part a question of construct validity. He also believes that it 
encourages guessing and/or cheating. Furthermore, it severely restricts what can be tested 
and it is often very difficult to write slKX:eSSful items. 
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where a test which is important to studeDts ia uJtipIe-dloice ia 
nature, there ia a danger that practice for the teat will have a 
harmful effect oolearniDg aDd teaclting (Hughes, 1989:61-2). 

His general advice is. therefOl'C, to avoid the ~ 1AdI0l indisc::rimiDat usc 
of the potentially harmful multiple-dwlice format. 

Most of the studies conductedregarding the ESLCE,in general, and/or the ESLC 
English, in particular, focus mainly on its capacity as a proficiency test to investigate 
whether or not"it adequately predicts success of unWersity. 

Quite a large number of these studies ha~ revealed that the ESLCE has Iitt1e or 
no potential as a predictor of unWersity success (Kortaw,1964; Kehoe, 1964; Langmuir and 
Bowers, 1967, for instance). Still others showed a low to average correlation (Tracy, 1965; 
Bowers, 1969, for instance), and tJIe often cited study in this regard - because of its 
relatively higher correlation figures - is that of King.and King (1970) where it was found 
that: 

Total ESLCE scores in an average of five subjeda shows the highest 
correlation with GPA (r .... 452). The second highest correlatioD of test 
scores with GPA is for the ESLC English test (r:r:: .420) (King and King. 
1970:50). 

As an outcome of these studies, the weaknesses of the ESLC English as a potential 
predictor of university perfOl'JlUlDCC are attributed to the examination being made to serve 
as both an achievement test and a proficiency test (Javis, 1969; Madsen ,1976; Tesfaye 
Gashaw, 1982; Ministry of Educatioo, 1986). 

According to the recommendations of the Evaluative Research of the General 
Education system in Ethiopia (Ministry of Education, 1986) which, relatively speaking. is 
more exhaustive and recent, 

1. The ~ of the ESLCE as an achievement test should be the 
responsibility of the Ministry Of Education, with its weight accounting for 
50 per cent of candidates' overall results, while the remaining 50 per cent 
should be allotted to their four-year secondary school scores in the 
particular subject. 
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2. The reauitment of students for tertiary IeYd educatioDmust be hued OIl 

an entranoe examination to be prepared by the inatitutioe(s) coac:emed 
as weD as OIl the reauJta of ESLCE ~1It test aad dau testa. 

3. Courses on MeasuremeDt andEvai...aioa should be iDcorporatcdinto aU 
pre-service teacbertraining progrlJlUDCS (Ministry ofEducaMo, H86:3) 

All attempt bas been made so far to highlight the auc:ial role that (Ian" .. ) 
teating plays in the teachingI1earni process as weD as some of the ob&ened weakneaea 
and/or problems associated with ESLe English in meetiD8 that 1taDdud. 

Mention can also be made of other problema that ...... e the situatioa in 
Ethiopian schools. The major ones, as mentiooed in several studies in the past, iaclude the 
large class size that the English language teacher is made to CODfrom, the shift system, the 
quality, variety, and quantity of the teaching materi.a1s in use, as weD as the quality and 
morale of the teachers. It is obvious that each ODe of these problems would have a great 
impact OIl the teaching and testing of English-in schools. 

The solutions to these problems demand an emrbitaDt amount of mooey which 
the present economic condition of the country may not be able to provide at the moment. 
Even then, the present-day teaching and testing ofEngJisb in Ethiopian schools appear to 
be in such a critical condition that we cannot afford to wait for a desirable economic 
condition that could warrant corrective measures in all spheres concerned. Therefore, 
possible changes and effective measures have to spring&om within the teaching and testing 
world, and the research discussed hereunder was a modest attempt to indicate what shape 
and form these changes could take. 

B. Aims of the Study 

The major aim of the present study was to look for ways of imprOYing the English 
language component of the ESLCE so that it would be a better measure of achievement 
and proficiency and, by so being. exert parallel imprO'YemeDts OIl the classroom teaching 
of the laaptge at the secondary school level 
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As the study was exploratory in nature, it was felt necessary to: 

1. design a two-part examination with each part adequately sampling each 
of the real-life situations that ESLC English is expected to mirror: the 
classroom teaching and testing of English in Ethiopian secondary schools 
(as an AClDEVEMENT test), and the use of English for the various 
academic tasks at the university level (as a PROFlCIENCY test); 

2. sample widely not only the contents but also the methodslfOl'llllt6 and 
activities in which English could be employed; 

3. assess the effectiveness of candidates' secondary school English language 
scores as supplementary measuring instruments; 

4. do an opinion survey on what the people concerned feel about the new 
examination and the already existing one, and 

5. analyse both the qualitative and quantitative data in order to check 
whether or not the new measuring instrument (namely, the new 
examination) is better than the existing one in accomplishing what an 
ESLC English language examination is ideally expected to. 

The assumption made in the de .. igning of the new examination as well as the 
introduction of a balance in the testing methods to closely relate to the purposes of the test 
was that a test which attempts to approximate the real-life purposes and activities that 
English is used for could exert a positive washback effect on the classroom teaching and 
testing of the language. 

C. Guiding PriDcipIea 

The main guiding principles in the designing and validation of the new examination 
included: 

I.Wasbback Any test/examination hoped to exert a positive washback effect on 
teaching should, according to Hughes (1989: 44-1), not only test the abilities whose 
development one wishes to encourage but also sample widely and unpredictably. 
Furthermore, an achievement test should be based on the objectives for teaching the 
language. 

These principles were adhered to in as much as possible while designing the new 
examination. 
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2. HowBeIt toT.' ....... Mastay. An exploratory research like the one UDder 
discussion here should employ all methods and techniques possible in the designing of a 
test' so as to come up with what could prove to be the best for the PurPose. In this 
connection, Davies (1985: 180) believes that such a test should take three main forms: 

(a) The Structural Approach - forming the foundation for the discrete-point 
tests, 

(b) The Functional Approach - embodied in the communicative competence 
model, the notional-functional curriculum, aDd the need to teach and test 
pragmatism, and 

(c) General Proficiency - based on the belief that windividuals vary in 
possessing immeasurable amounts of an indivisible body of knowledge" 
(Ibid). It argues in favour of a general factor underlying batteries of tests. 

Spolsky (1985) also takes a similar stand. Both Davies (1985) and Spolsky (1985) 
believe that anybody who knows a second language may be assumed to have all of the three 
kinds of knowledge as none of them can be claimed to be completely adequate in itself. 
This means that any test worthy of the name should try to exploit all the three approaches 
for an investigation into the best methods and/or combination of skills that could help in 
effectively measuring candidates' proficiency in English. 

Accordingly, it was planned that the achievement part of the new examination 
should represent the Structural Mode, the Cloze and Dictation subtests should cover the 
Functional Mode, and the proficiency part should embrace the General Proficiency Mode. 

As regards the formats or techniques of testing to be employed, it has already been 
said that the multiple-choice format is the sole method adopted by ESLC English and that, 
as a result, this is exerting a negative washback effect on the teaching and testing of English 
in Ethiopian schools. It is moreover believed that such a total or excessive reliance on the 
multiple-choice format "creates a passivity syndrome and yields only marginal returnsw 

(Fischer, 1982: 201) and that it also involves developing 'test wiseness' - the capacity to 
score more marks from a test by responding to cues (Wood, 1987:55). 

To avoid or minimize such an adverse effect of the multiple-choice device, modem 
language testing advocates the use of a balanced application of all methods possible 
(Fischer, 1982; Hughes, 1989; Wood, 1987) so as to ease off what is known as the wmethod 
effectw that could have the potential of distorting candidates' performances and/or scores 
in an examination. 
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3. Fmph";' oa vMditr. Acc:ordingto Carroll (1980: 1), 

... the ultimate criterion of language mutery • the 
leamer's efJcc::tMncss in communicatioD for the setting 
he finds himself in. 

This means that any test that is expected to assess this mutery must be, above all, 
valid for the particular purpose and the particular group ill focus (Gay, 1980: 165). 

Unfortunately, however, the ESLC Englisb aims at enhancing reliability at the 
expense of validity, and this has been one of its stumbliDg bIocb ill its attempt to SCI'YC at 
least as an achievement test, let alone its potential as a proficiency test. The present 
research was, therefore, aimed at reversing this order and 'giving validity its rightful place . 
while at the same time trying to minimiu or awid any sacrifice ill reliability. In this 
connection, Weir (1988:35) gives the followiDg piece of advice as regards the rivalry 
between validity and reliability: 

It is sometimes essential to sacrifice a degree of 
reliability in order to enhance validity. H, however, 
validity is lost to increase reliability, we finish up with 
a test which is a reliable measure of something other 
than what we wish to measure. The two concepts are, 
in certain circumstances, mutually exclusive, but if a 
choice has to be made, validity "after all, is the more 
important." 

This should, therefore, make one of the major distinctions between the current 
ESLC English (which appears to favour reliability to validity) and the new examination, 
especially the proficiency part, which purports to assess candidates' potential in using their 
English language mastery for real-world purposes (of the institution they wish to join), 
namely, tasks related to university academic pursuit. It was hoped that the new examination 
thus designed would be more fit to meet the required face, content, construct, and 
predictive validity demands than would the current ESLC English 

4. PractM:alityandAppropriacy:Because the objective nature of the ESLCEnglish 
examination pays attention to the "form" of the language rather than to its "function", the 
examination has so far made no attempt to include all or any of the important sIcills such 
as writin& listening, and speaking. It is very likely that this has been the case simply 
because, as Hughes (1989:23) correctly observes, "too often the content of the tests is 
determined by what is easy to test rather than what is important to test." [Emphasis mine]. 
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It is one thing to abide by the dictates of practicality such as ecouomy. scorabi1ity. 
and .administrability (Ymocchiaroand Sako.1983: 30). but quite another to reject outrightly 
the use of any device(s) that may appear to be both appropriate and feasible. One thing 
that needs to be borne in mind is the fact that time is a crucial fador in the domination of 
a particular teaching and/or testing method, and the past twenty or so years that the ESLC 
English format has been made to cherish appear to be far too long. It is thus high time that 
we realized that the ESLC English sole multiple-choice format has outlived its time and 
that we sought for ways of improving or modifying it. 

In this regard, Underhill's (1981: 23) remarks appear to be apt: 

... what kind of test you use should be determined 
pragmatically bY the purposesfor which the test is to be 
used, the resources you have available for construction, 
administration and marking, and what you intuitively 
feel will have the highest face/content validity for 
testers and testees alike. 

Such an approach to the designing and use of a test is hoped to strike a balance 
between the two extreme viewpoints that Davies (1985) terms as wexcessive conservatismw 

and "unthinking radicalism" that are likely to tempt (language) test designers. The new 
examination was planned to be based on this principle of a balanced approach. 

5. TrilnguJatim· Being exploratory in nature. the study had to employ the method 
of triangulation. This necessitated, on the one hand, the ,gathering of the views of those 
concerned such as candidates, their secondary school English teachers, textbook writers, 
and university freshman instructors regarding the current and the new examinations, and, 
on the other, subjectin8 all the instruments of the research to all possible judgemental and 
empirical investigations. 
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On the whole, the designi. of the two puts ofthc aew cDmjnadcw WII bued OIl ' 

the aforementioned guiding priDcipIcs. At. a result, 

a) the ac.biemnent part ofthc DCWeuminatioD was to be dift'ifeat ma die 
ESLC English currently in use ill its: . 

(i) attempt to ItridIy mirroring the coateatI aDd fomud'i of the 
scooedary school EaPM teJtboob aDd curriculum; 

(ii) distribution of items Isubtestsl subskills in proportion to the 
weighting or importance eacll is accorded in the sources 
mentioned [(i) above]. and 

(iii) use of not only the multip1e-cboioe format but also other 
methods such as true/false and short-answer forms, thus 
prOYidiDg candidates with varied chances to deDlODlltrate the 
actual magnitude of their mastery of the language. 

b) The proficiency part of the new examination was to be different frOIll the 
current ESLC English in two distinct ways: 

(i) it (the former) attempted to look forward - to Addis Ababa 
University - in investigating how successful secondary school 
leavers could use the English they have hopefully mastered at 
the secondary school level for meaningful academic tasks 
required at the university level such as lecture note-taking. 
taking notes from materials read, and editing lecture notes, and 

(ii) the candidates were expected to write out their answers rather 
than blacken or fill in corresponding circles as practised in 
ESLC English 

This was based on the hope that the contents, formats, and methods of the 
proficiency part of the new examination could shed some light on the types of changes that 
could eventually be introduced to the teaclling and classroom testing of English at the 
secondary school level, thus encouraging the teaclling and testing of English in the right . 
context: COMMUNICATION. 
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D. ReIearda Mc:tJaocIoIo&y 

L ..... UiDCiIU Used 

(a) FP...m.tjo..· Three examinations were used for comparative and validation 
purposes: the 1986187 ESLC English language examinatiOD ("ESE" hereafter), the 
achievement part of the tl~W examination ("NEr, hereafter), and the proficiency part of 
the same neweramination ("NE2", hereafter). 

At the initial stage, NE1 comprised 162 items broken down into Reading 
Comprehension, Cloze, Vocabulary, Sentence Comprehension, Grammar, Spelling. 
Mechanics, and Controlled Writing, to be tested in Multiple-Oloice, True/False, Gap
filling, and 'write-short-sentence' formats. 

110 of the items were prepiloted on a heterogeDCOUS group of 22 iDdiYiduals at 
Lancaster University, UK, comprising native and non-native speakers of EngJish The hope 
was that such a try out would help in obtaining introspections on t!.e general impact of t!.e 
test and in identifying items which are palpably unsatisfactory (Davies, 1990: 12). 

Accordingly, based on the performance and comments of the participants, 20 of 
the items were rejected and the length Of the comprehension passage almost halved. 
Moreover, the responses of the native speakers and the top scorers served as model 
answers, especially where the responses to certain items proved to be contentious. At t1le 
end of the prepiloting, therefore, NE1 had a total of 142 items to be administered to the 
target candidates. 

NE2, on the other hand, was broken down into Reading Comprehension, Writing, 
Listening, and the two indirect tests of proficiency, namely, Ooze and Dictation. On the 
whole, it was worth 233 points, and care was taken to make the marking as reliable as 
posstble by making the would-be answers objective (of the one-word or short-answer 
types). . 

Although NE2 was not subjected to any prepiloting. comments from colleagues 
helped a great deal in making changes and/or modi6cations wherever required. 

b) Questionnaire&: Questionnaires were designedfor the candidates (in Amharic), 
their secondary school English teachers, as well as for university Freshman English and 
content instructors - all aimed at getting the vie'WS of the sample respondents on the level 
of effectiveness of ESE, NE1 and NE2 as both achievement and pro6ciencytests. All these 
questionnaires were prepiloted before they were put to actual use. 
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e) ...... TIle diredor 01. the ESLCE of&e 18d. aIeIIIIber 01. die Easliah 
laDauaF ~ writers were dIenicwed, the fOl'lMl' to ddaiI the cIutia ... 
respoasibiIitie of the ESLCE Oftioe/Board, aDd the latter to CCJ&BF In die C""II&cNIa.d 
methods of secondary school English language textboob ad syIIabaIw;dI .. 01 ESE. 

d) At:at. _ Recorda: The four-year seooodary school EngIMh IlYCI'aIC ICOI'a 

("SSA VENGw
, hereafter) as wen IS the ~gradcEnatiM 1CQIa{"SSPYENG"t Jaereafter) 

of some 300 of the candidates were ooIlc:cted for both CIOIlCUI'IeDt aDd predicti¥e YaIidity 
investigations. 

e) Cancfictatat u.iw:aait, Pint Yc.r (Pint Scw-tcr) Gndca: Suca:uful 
candidates' first semester Freshman Englisb grades ("FLEN", hereafter) aDd the first 
semester OYerall GPA fOl' all (five) freshman c:ounes ("UNIVCUM", hereafter) were abo 
collected to serve as aiteria to usess the predictive potential of ESE, NEt, NE2, 
SSFYENG, SSA VENG, 01' of any meaningful oombinationa of these variables. 

(a) SdIOoIs: At. administrative constraints did not allow the inclusion in the study 
of all secondary schools either throughout the country or in Addis Ababa, only 10 
secondary schools in Addis Ababa were sele<:ted using the stratified sampling method. 

(b) Candjdatc:r OYer 1200 candidates from these 10 secondary schools were 
randomly selected for the study. 

(e) Scmadary Sc:hooI &gIiM TCKiIen: A total of 60 twelfth grade English 
language teachers were involved in filling in the questionnaire designed for the purpose. 

(d) Uaiw:uit, FraJwaan IMnIcton: 23 Freshman English IS wen as 12 content 
instructors also participated in the study. 

The major statistical methods employed include: 

Desaiptive statistics (measures of: ceDtral tendeDcy, variatioo)t 
Correlations, 
Item analysis, 
Reliability (Internal consistency), 
Validity (face, content, construct, concurrent, and predictive), 
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Factor analysea (the traditioDll PriDc:ipa1 CoaapoDeat auIyIiI. aDd 
factors emacted until all facton with an e~ue of at least 0.50 arc 
emacted), and 

Rcgressiooal Analyses (the Step-WISe RegrcasioD, the traditioaal 
Ordinary Least Square procedure, and the Ordinal Rcgrcasioa Model). 

Usc was made of the SPSSX statistical pach* or computer programme 
for almost all statistical in~tiODS cited aboYe except for the item 
analyses which required the employmcnt of both the SPSSX aDd the 
Fortran programmes. 

1. Jqc .,If" A- Ma: CandidateswOO filIcdin qucstiolmaire 'A' (designed 
to assess ESE in ~cssed the view that ESE is aD adequate achiewmcnt test. 
However, tbo&c wOO filled in questionnaire '8' (designed to compare ESE and NEt) 
preferred NEt to ESE in its adequately mirroring the contents and methods of secondary 
school English textbooks and curriculum. Likewise, the secondary sdlool English teachers 
felt that NEt is better than ESE by all counts. The only reservation they had was in the 
inclusion of the Ooze subtest. 

University Freshman English and cootent instructors who assessed ESE and NE2 
in the light of realistic academic tasks that candidates are expected to use their English 
proficiency for at the university level expressed the view ihat it was only NE2 that meets the 
requirements. 

One can thus safely CODClude that ESE is inferior to NEt and NE2 both in face 
and content validity requirements in accomplishing its tasks as either an achievement test 
or a proficiency test. 
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2. &lpilKalA_.lClt _a .. 
T able 1: Pc:ra:IIIIF ScoI'c Dilbild-. ~~ NBt_Mm 

No.of 

Score Range ESE 

91%-100% --
81% -90% 1 
71%-80% 21 
61% -70% 33 
51%.-60% 89 
41%-50% 188 
31% -40% 376 
21%-30% 505 
11%-20% 57 
0%-10% -

TOTAL 1270 

SKEWNESS 1.22 

ESE = 1986/87 ESLC English 
NEI = (Achievement) Part I of new exam 
NE2 = (Proficiency) Part II of new exam 

Candidatea 

NE1 

-
13 
70 

107 
197 
287 
236 
22S 
44 
2 

1181 

.40 

,.' 

NE2 

1 
11 
32 
82 

101 
210 
353 
183 
30 
90 

1093 

.17 

As given in Table 1 which shows the percentage score distribution and the 
magnitude of the skewness of the distribution of the three tests under consideration, we 
find that ESE does not sufficiently spread the candidates through all the ability ranges and 
so is more skewed than either NE1 or NE2, while NE2, on the other hand. is better than 
both ESE and NEl in this aspect. 
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Test No. of Mean SD Reliability 
Items % % (alpha) 

ESE 119 34.4 12.2 .89 

NEI 142 42.8 1.5.9 .95 

NE2 233 38.3 16.9 .en 

(Note: A t-test showed that there was a significant difference between the means of ESE 
and NEI (t-value = 38.84) and between those of ESE and NE2 (t-value = 41.62), both at 
1% significance level) 

As shown in Table 2, the candidates' overall performance, as demonstrated by the 
percentage Mean, is higher on NEI than on either ESE or NE2. Moreover, both NEI and 
NE2 demonstrate high reliability figures (0.95 and o.en, respectively) whereas ESE fails to 
meet at least the minimum reliability req~ement of 0.90 that any solely multiple - choice 
examination -like the ESLC English - is expected to satisfy (Henning, 1987). 

Table 3' Intercorrelations of ESE subtests 

SUBTEST 

I.Sentence Comprehension 
2.Reading Comprehension 
3. Vocabulary 
4.Grammar 
5.Mechanics 
6.Spelling 

TOTAL 

CORRECI'ED TOTAL 
(TOTAL-SUBTEST) 

38 

12.3456 

.44 

.46 .47 

.58.48 .54 
Z1 .18 .17 .34 
.09 .05 .10 .14 .06 

.70.64.70.95.40.21 

.62.54.58 .69 .33 .14 



Table 4: Intercorrelatioos of NE1aubtests 

SUBTEST 

1.Reading Comprehension 
2.0oze 
3. Vocabulary 
4.5entence Comprehension 
5.Grammar 
6.Spelling 
7.Mechanics 
8.Writing (controlled) 

TOTAL 

CORRECl'ED TOTAL 
(TOTAL-SUBTEST) 

12345678 

.49 
5154 
.41.35.63 
55 .49.72 .69 
.21 .18 .31 ZT .38 
.28 ZT.40.36.48 ZT 
.48 51 .67 55 .70 .35 .40 

.69 .64 .86 .74 .91 .42 53 .86 

.60 57 .79.68.82.37.48 .75 

Table 5' Intercorrelations of NE2 subtests 

SUBTEST 1 2 3 4 5 

1.Reading Comprehension 
2.Cloze 59 
3.Writing .46 .37 
4.Listening .38 .35 .'l!J 
5.Dictation ZT .19 .24 .40 

TOTAL .61.46 .75 53.63 

CORRECI'ED TOTAL 50 .42 .32 .46 ZT 
(TOTAL SUBTEST) 
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Tables 3, 4 and S show the internal validity (interoonc1ation amoag the ,ubtesta) 
of each of the three tests under consideration. 

According to Table 3, it is the Grammar subtest which shows the highesi 
COITClatioo will the Total (r -= .95), which means that the aubtest (Grammar) explains 90% 
of the variance in ESE. This might not be surprising givco the faa that the ~ighting 
the subtest has been accorded in ESE is about 60% (i.e. 70 of a total of 120 items). 

In the case ofNE1 (Table 4), the Grammar, Writing (controlled), and Vocabulary 
subtests acrount for a high variance whereas, just like in ESE, Spelling and Mechanics 
prove to be the poorest. 

As regards NE2 (Table 5), the Writing, Dictation, and Reading Comprehension 
subtests show higher correlations with the Total while eloze is relatively the poorest in this 
aspect. 

Based on these findings, one can see that NE1 is better than ESE in being less 
skewed, and in sufficiently spreading the candidates through aU the ability ranges while at 
the sometime demonstrating better homogeneity and stability. These qualities could thus 
serve as good indications of the fact that NE1 is better than ESE at being a better reflection 
of secondary school English and in being better suited to the candidates' ~L This view 
was further strengthened when, after item analyses, the revised version of NE1 was 
assessed from the point of view of the aforementioned aiteria. 

As regards NE2, despite its being targeted for the top few high achievers and, 
despite the new format that it employed to measure candidates' proficiency, it proved to 
be better than ESE in its spread of scores, reliability figure (alph = 0.97), and the 
intercorrelation among its subtests. 

Otbu Statis:tia· As concerns the validity of the three tests, we have already said 
that ESE was found to be less face and content valid than either of the two parts of the new 
e:ramination. 

An a.ssessmcnt of the concurrent validity of the three ,tests showed that there is a 
meaningful relation between the two achievement tests - ESE and NE1-: (r-.49). However, 
there was no significant relation between the secondary school English scores and any of 
the three tests. 

As regards predictive validity, successful candidates' first semester Freshman 
English grades (FLEN), and their overall cumulative GPA - for five subjects -
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(UNIVCUM). were used as criteria to assess the capacity of ESE, NEt, NE2, SSFYENG. 
SSA VENG. or any sensible combination of these variables as potential predictors. 

What seems worth mentioning at this point is the fad that. like other predictive 
studies. this research also had to succumb to the effects of truncation in its predidiYe 
assessment as. unlike its other assessments that considered over 1000 candidates, the 
predictive investigation had to be based on only 83 candidates whose freshman grades were 
available. 

Table 6; Correlations Between the Predictors and the Criteria usin& ESE and the original 
and Revised Versions of NE1 and NE2 

PREDICTOR (s) CRITERION 

FLEN UNIVCUM 

ESE 37 .19 

NE1 (Original) .55 32 

(revised) .48 Jfj 

NE2 (original) .51 .46 

SSFYENG 36 .14 

SSAVENG .40 .10 

SSFYENG + NE1( original) .42 .12 

(revised) .38 .10 

SSFYENG + NE2( original) .45 .10 

(revised) .40 .06 

SSA VENG + NE1( original) .55 .43 

(revised) .56 .43 

SSA VENG + NE2( original) .57 .42 

(revised) .57 .42 

FLEN = Fr ..... I0......... 1 .. ,,1 ... 1. (FICSt Semester) Score. 
UNIVCUM = University (Fust Semester) Cumulative for 5 Freshman Courses 
SSFYENG = Candidates· Secondary School 12th Grade English Scores. 
SSA VENG = Candidates' Secondary School English Average (four- year) Scores. 
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Accordingto Table 6 above, as regards single variables, NEI, NE2andSSA VENG 
are relatively the best predictors of FLEN (r = .55,.51 and .40, respectively) while NE2 and 
NEl arc relatively the best predictors of UNIVCUM (r =.46 and .32, respectively). 
However, if compound variables are also taken into consideration for the same purpose, 
we find that SSA VENG + NE2, SSA VENG + NEI, NEl and NE2 show relatively the 
highest predictive power of FLEN (r = .57,.56, .55 and .51, respectively) whereas NE2, 
SSA VENG + NEI, and SSA VENG + NE2 are relatively the best predictors of 
UNIVCUM (r = .46,.43, and .42, respectively), thus showing the importance of the 
secondary school English. average scores (SA VENG) in boosting the potential of NEl 
(revised) in predicting both criteria, i.e FLE..lIf and UNIVCUM, and that of NE2 in 
predicting FLEN. 

On the whole, though, the only single predictor of Freshman English was found 
to be NEl (the new achievement test) while that of University cumulative GPA was NE2 
(the new proficiency test), and ESE was relatively poorer in both cases. This fact was 
confirmed by means of regressional analy&es, especially the Ordinal Regression method. 

This meant that NEl explains '1:7% (r = .55) of the variance in Freshman English 
while NE2 explains 21% (r = .46) of the variance in the candidates' university academic 
performance. The strength or weakness of these relationships should, however, be guaged 
in the light of the language proficiency vis-a-vis academic achievement controversy. 

Of the studies conducted in the past to establish whether or not there is any 
relationship between English language proficiency and academic achievement - using the 
internationally renowned English proficiency examinations such as the Test of English As 
a Foreign Language (TOEFL), the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency 
(MTELP), and the English Language Testing Service (ELl'S) -, some support while some 
others negate the possibility of the existence of any such relationship between the two, 
while still others are inconclusive (Graham, 1987:505-521). 

A relatively recent study conducted in Britain showed that candidates' 
performance on ELl'S accounts for only 9% (r =.3) of the variance in their academic 
achievement (Davies, 1984:85). 

Compared with all these, then, the new English language proficiency test has 
demonstrated a stronger predictive capacity of the candidates' university academic 
achievement. 

A factor analysis of the three tests showed that the two achievement tests (ESE 
and NEl) are unifactorial in structure while NE2 is made up of two underlying factors 
which may be explained as a general factor and a listening factor. 
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F\uthcra)rc:, tJ.c various vaIiditica cited aboYc • wei u the fact tbat'cM:l of the 
two parts of the IIeW eDMinatioa is adequately aucau .. wIaat it illUppOICd to QIl be 
proo& fOl' the c:outruct validity of both the ~ ad the pro6cieacyteltl <of the 
DCW eXMlInatioD). 

F. eo-h·oe"'~_ 

Based on these findi"&". one can accept the two main uaumptioas of the present 
research, namely, that: 

<.) Each of the two parts of the new eqm;nation is better thaD the c:::urreat 
ESLC English as an achievement and /01' pro6cicacy teat, aad 

(b), A combination of candidates' secondary school English laDguage scores 
and their perfOI'llWlCe OIl the two parts of the new examiNtion is a 
better predktoroftheir university performance than is the current ESLC 
English. 

Admittedly, as an exploratory research, the present study could show certain 
weaknesses. Moreover, the new examination, although innovative from the point of view 
of the ESLC English, could look conservative in comparison to the new testing methods 
employed in areas that can meet the necesSary financial and skilled man-power 
requirements. It should, however, be borne in mind that this new examinatitJG cannot avoid 
being relatively conservative at this initial stage because of the various difficulties and 
shortcomings emanating from the contents, app.roachs, and method of the textbooks and 
syllabi currently in use, the lack of trained markers, and other matters relating to financial 
constraints, all of which have a decisive role in any innovative undertaking. Nevertheless, 
despite the impact that such deficiencies could have on any innovative undertakings, the 
new examination appears to fall in line with the three main recommendations of the very 
few recent studies advocating that: 

1. the responsibility of designing and administering the ESLC English (as 
an achievement test) to asses what candidates have learnt at school be 
left to the Ministry of Education, 

2. the designing and administering of _ English ~ proficiency 
test/examination as a saeening device to select deserving candidates for 
tertiary level education should be the responsibility of the receiving 
institutions concerned, and that 
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3. 5e(X)ndary school English language scores should be part and parcclof 
the criteria for assessing candidatcs'pcdormance in the English language 
examination. 

The hopc is that, if and when put mto effect, the innovations built into the new 
examination- especially to the proficiency part - would give rise to potential relatM 
improvements in the teaching and testing of English in schools and thus Jay a good 
foundation for desirable ~provements in the teachinWlearning process as a whole. 

Furthermore, these improvements could have implications for English courses 
offered at the university level too. The teaching and testing of Freshman English, 
Sophomore English, and English te~--!Ung methodology courses, in particular, will have to 
accomm~te such improvements So that a sequential ordering of the desired innovatious 
could be put into effect. 

Of course, as mentioned earlier, the need for the establishment of an English 
Language Committee within the ESLCE Board entrusted with the responsibility of 
regularly accomplishingeverything necessaryfor quality control cannot be overemphasized. 
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